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Welcome to Oyster Search 
 

Citation chaining is a strategy employed by academics during a literature search. 

Chaining can operate backwards or forwards in time. Backward chaining involves 

browsing through the reference list of a known article of interest to access key previous 

works. Forward chaining involves using a citation index service, such as Web of Science 

or Scopus, to locate more recently published articles that have cited known articles. 

 

Backward and forward chaining can be used in combination, resulting in a powerful 

search method called citation cycling. Typically, one would locate an important article, 

note its references, and then retrieve all the articles that cite these (or a selection of these) 

references. One would then retrieve all articles that are referenced by these citing articles. 

Following this iterative process, it is possible to quickly build a comprehensive picture of 

the literature that relates to your topic of interest.  

 

Oyster search employs a technique known as Citation Chain Aggregation (CCA), which 

was conceived to facilitate the process of citation cycling. Current Web interfaces only 

allow you to chain backwards or forwards from a single article of interest. CCA removes 

this limitation, by allowing you to iteratively build a list of relevant articles, known as a 

Pearl list, and immediately see all other articles that either cite or are cited by ALL of the 

articles in your Pearl list. Most importantly, the more Pearl articles an articles relates to 

the higher it will be ranked in the cited/citing list. 

 

CCA is an exciting concept, but we are keen to see how academic researchers actually 

make use of it as part of their overall research activity. To this end, we have implemented 

a prototype tool. We invite you to use this tool, free of charge, as part of your normal 

research activity. Please feel free to contact us to report bugs, make suggestions or just 

tell us what you think. You can use the email address shown on the home page or, if you 

wish, make a comment on Twitter using the #oystersearch tag. 

 

We are not sure exactly which search tasks or goals CCA will best serve. However, we 

have identified three general types of search scenario that CCA might promote. We refer 

to these throughout this document as prototype task scenarios. These scenarios are 

described in greater detail later. Please read their descriptions carefully before you start 

using the tool. If you find a use for CCA that does not fit into these scenario definitions, 

please let us know.  

 

Using Oyster 
When you first load up Oyster you are presented with a start-up screen as shown below.  

There are two ways to start a new session. Selecting a New Topic Search, then clicking 

on the Start button, will take you straight to the main tool interface, where you will begin 

with an empty Pearl list. Follow this route if you want to begin with a keyword database 

search. Alternatively, selecting Import Bibliography, followed by Start, will open a file 

http://www.brunel.ac.uk/~cssrtfc/oyster.html
https://twitter.com/search/realtime?q=%23oystersearch&src=hash
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dialogue box where you can choose an existing list of references to initially populate your 

Pearl list with. 

 

 
   

 

New Topic Search (Cold Start) 

If you selected a new topic search, then you will need to use the search function to start 

importing items into the Pearl list. The procedure for Import Bibliography is described 

later in this document. The figure below shows the interface with the Search tab selected. 

You can see there are four search fields: Text, Title, Author and Year. Use the Text field 

when you want to search for terms anywhere within a document. 

 

When you have specified the search fields hit Enter or click the Search button and the 

tool will retrieve the top 100 search results from the citation database. This version of 

CCA uses the Microsoft Academic Search
1
 (MAS) database. The results are displayed in 

the adjacent table. Initially they are ordered by relevance, but you can reorder the records 

according to any of the named columns (e.g. citation count, author name, year etc.) by 

clicking on the column header. Clicking a second time on the same column header will 

reverse the order of records. 

 

To help you decide if a search record is relevant, further information can be gained in two 

ways. First, if you click on a record a tool-tip will appear showing you the first sentence 

or two of the abstract. Alternatively, if you right-click and select Navigate to Source, then 

the tool will attempt to open the record on the publisher’s web-site. If the location is not 

known, then the title will be submitted to Google Scholar and the result shown. 

 

                                                 
1
 Microsoft Academic Search: http://academic.research.microsoft.com/ 

 

http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
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Adding an article to the Pearl list 

When you find a record that you want to add to the Pearl list, right-click the item and 

select Add to Pearl from the menu. If you look above the Search box, you will see three 

near identical list views. The selected record will be added to the Pearl (centre) list. After 

a few seconds, new records will appear in both the left and the right hand lists. The left-

hand list shows the articles that are cited (referenced) by the Pearl article, whilst the right-

hand list shows the documents that cite the Pearl article. We will see later on that as 

further documents are added to the Pearl, these lists will increase in size. 

 

However, for now let’s focus on the view after just the first article has been added. In the 

next screenshot shown on the next page, the article entitled “Market-Oriented Cloud 

Computing” by Buyya has been added to the Pearl. If you look below the main list views, 

you will see that the Article Summary tab is now selected and shows detailed metadata, 

including the full abstract, associated with the article. This display is updated whenever 

you click on a new record in any of the three main list views.  

 

The Pearl, Cited (left-hand) and Citing (right-hand) lists all display the same metadata 

about their records. Working from left to right, the first column is perhaps the most 

important one. It displays a value called the overlap score. This describes the number of 

Pearl documents that each record relates to and by default all lists are sorted, in 

descending order, by this column. As there is currently only one Pearl document, the 

overlap score is 1 for all records on display, except the Pearl itself. This means that all the 

Citing documents cite the one (and only) Pearl document, whilst all Cited documents are 

referenced by the one (and only) Pearl document. The Pearl itself has a score of zero 

because it does not cite itself. Whilst this value is not very informative at the moment, we 

shall see later how it becomes much more useful as the Pearl list grows. 

 

The second column, Cited, indicates the citation count for each document. This is 

followed by article title and source (Journal/Conference). PK and GI are the unique key 

numbers within the MAS and local databases respectively. As with the search list, these 

lists can be reordered by any column by clicking on the header. 
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Understanding Overlap Scores 

Let’s now return to the overlap scores shown in the first column of each list view. As 

more articles are added to the Pearl the overlap scores of each record will start to 

increase, with some increasing faster than others. The more pearl records an article 

relates to, the bigger its score. Hence, when a list is sorted in descending order by the 

overlap column, then articles that are cited by (left list) or cite (right list) the most pearl 

articles will appear at the top of the list. We believe this makes sense, from a relevance 

point of view. For example, if you have identified 5 articles as relevant to your topic and 

another article cites all five of them, then it seems intuitive to expect that this article is 

also relevant. In contrast, if an article in the same scenario is cited just once by the Pearl 

articles, then it seems likely to be much less interesting.  

Adding further items to the Pearl 

So, in order to take advantage of the overlap score we must add further items to the Pearl. 

This can be achieved in two ways. First, further items can be added from the Search 

results list, as described above. Note that you can re-define your query and retrieve new 

results as often as you like. The second method, which should become more important as 

the Pearl list grows in size, is to add items directly from the Cited or Citing lists. This is 

achieved in the same manner: by right-clicking on the record and selecting Add to Pearl 

from the menu. In the example below, we are about to add the article entitled 

“GreenCloud: a new architecture…” by Liu. 
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Each time you add a new Pearl article, using either method, the three lists will be 

updated. Any new cited articles will be added to the left list and any new citing articles 

added to the right list. If a cited/citing article is already a member of a list, then its 

overlap score will be incremented. This is important and is where the term citation chain 

aggregation comes from. You can imagine a citation chain as a graph where a single 

Pearl article is connected to its ancestors on one side (cited articles) and its descendents 

on the other (citing articles). What is represented in the three list view is the aggregation 

of the citation chains belonging to all of your Pearl articles. The overlap score is, in 

essence, the extent to which particular citing and cited articles repeatedly occur. Hence, 

the greater the overlap score, the more likely an article is to be relevant. 

 

 
 

 

By gradually adding articles from the left or right lists, you are engaging in a form of 

citation cycling. For instance, if you know the Pearl article well, you might start by 

picking one or more important references from the Cited list. After each addition, you 

should check both peripheral lists to see which articles have high overlap scores. This 

backwards and forwards process is akin to a game of tennis – citation tennis!  You can of 

course view and add citing and cited articles in any order you like. 

 

The screenshot below shows the state of the session after four articles have been added. 

We can see that there are several articles at the top of each list that have an overlap score 

of two. Many of these are Buyya’s own articles, but we can see, highlighted in green in 

the right list, that there is a paper by another author, Ozer, that cites two of Buyya’s 

articles. These two articles are highlighted using bold in the Pearl list.  
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Bold font is used to show relationships between lists whenever you click on an article 

record. As we’ve seen, if you click on an item in the Citing or Cited list, then the related 

items in the Pearl list will turn bold. On the other hand, if you click on an item in the 

Pearl list, then related items in both of the peripheral lists will turn bold.  

 

  
 

 

You may have noticed that some items in the left and right lists are now greyed-out. This 

means that they have already been added to the Pearl. This is a good place to point out 

what may seem obvious to you already – any article can appear in one, two or all of the 

three lists, depending upon its relationship to the Pearl. Another thing that might still 

seem confusing is what the overlap scores in the Pearl list mean. Well, this value 

represents the number of times an article is cited by other Pearl articles. In the example 

shown above, two articles by Buyya are each cited by two other Pearl members. Hence, 

in this context the overlap score gives a measure of relative importance between Pearl 

members.   

 

In many cases it is possible to view the full text of the article, in addition to the basic 

meta-data. By right-clicking on the article record, two methods are provided for 

retrieving full text. The first is to Navigate to Source, which will attempt to access the 

article from the publisher’s web-site. The second is to Navigate to Archived Version, 

which will access a copy stored elsewhere (e.g. an institutional archive or author’s 

homepage). If either of these options fail, then all is not lost – CCA will open a browser 

tab using a Google Scholar query which will hopefully lead you to an alternative full-text 

source. 

 

You can continue your CCA session for as long as you feel you need to - there are no 

strict limits on the number of records you can download. Note, however, that should you 

add a highly cited article (e.g. thousands of citations), then it may take a moment or two 

to retrieve all of these records from the MAS database. Whenever adding an article that 

has more than 500 citations, a warning is displayed giving you the option to limit the 

download to the 500 most highly cited citations. Bear in mind that limiting the retrieval 

of citing articles might prevent you from acquiring important information. If you can wait 

for the full download, this is always better. During a large retrieval, the caption on the 
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title bar of the Form will provide you with a dynamic indication of the time remaining 

until completion. 

 

Finally, there will be times when you change your mind about an article. If you want to 

remove an article from the Pearl list, then right-click on its record and select Remove 

From Pearl from the menu. Note that this action will also remove any cited or citing 

articles that are exclusive to that article. The overlap scores of any other cited/citing 

articles will also be decremented by one. 

 

At anytime during your session you may save your Pearl list for future reference, using 

the Save options in the Session menu. At the end of your session, you will also be 

prompted to save your final list. Files are saved in a well-known format known as RIS 

Export. This can be loaded into many existing reference managers, including EndNote 

and RefWorks. It can, of course, be re-loaded into CCA, should you wish to continue 

your search session.  

 

Import Bibliography (Hot Start)  

Up to this point, we have described the main features and usage of Oyster. However, the 

previous examples were predicated upon the assumption that you know very little about 

your search topic. The Import Bibliography start route assumes that you already have 

access to a list of articles that are relevant to your research, with the goal being to expand 

this list with new articles that are also relevant. As we discuss later, this might be 

reference list for a paper you are writing or a bibliography that you have been building 

for a new project. 

 

As described, when you start Oyster using this option, you will be prompted to identify 

the source file. This must be saved in the well known RIS export format. Most popular 

reference management software (e.g. EndNote, RefWorks) can save bibliographies in this 

format and, as described above, it is the default format used by CCA when saving a Pearl 

list. 

 

When you select a valid file, each record will be loaded into the Pearl list. All cited and 

citing articles will also be retrieved from the MAS database. This might take anything 

from a few seconds to several minutes, depending upon the number of articles and the 

number of citations that must be retrieved. Once loaded, you can continue to use the 

Oyster tool according to the procedures described earlier. 

 

Summary and trouble shooting 
Please make sure you read the instructions in this document carefully before beginning to 

use the software. The Oyster tool has been tested thoroughly and should not malfunction 

under normal usage. However, no software is perfect and if you find any problems, 

persistent or otherwise, please do not hesitate to email us. 
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The most likely issues are likely to be related to the performance of the MAS web 

service. For instance, you may find performance slower than normal at certain times of 

the day. Whilst we have no control over this data service, please do let us know if data 

has been unavailable for an extended length of time (i.e. several days or longer).  
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